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Abstract—This paper presents the OntoRich framework, a support tool for semi-automatic ontology enrichment and evaluation.
The WordNet is used to extract candidates for dynamic ontology
enrichment from RSS streams. With the integration of OpenNLP
the system gains access to syntactic analysis of the RSS news.
The enriched ontologies are evaluated against several qualitative
metrics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, much effort has been put in ontology
learning as an imperative for the concept of Semantic Web.
The migration from HTML Web to Semantic Web [1] is
still considered only a theoretical approach mainly because
of the effort that this transformation would imply. Information
Extraction methods by means of domain speciﬁc templates
and the lightweight use of Natural Languages Processing
techniques (NLP) have been already proposed [2]. Another
good heuristic is to use a search engine to ﬁnd web pages with
relevant content. However, current search engines retrieve web
pages, not the information itself [3]. After the information is
retrieved, a system for term extraction is needed in order to
obtain candidates for ontology enrichment.
The ﬁrst consideration was to provide an automatic way
for information extraction from the web and the considered
solution is based on RSS feeds that more and more websites
provide nowadays. Because of the standard format a single
RSS Reader system is enough to fetch information from many
websites that are related to a certain domain.
Several approaches for extracting concepts, instances and
relationships exploit separately or integrate statistical methods, semantic repositories such as WordNet, natural language
processing libraries such as OpenNLP, or lexicon-syntactic
patterns in form of regular expressions [4]. The developed
system provide users with the capability to choose among and
mix these methods in order to obtain potential candidates for
ontology enrichment.
Ontology evaluation is an important task in real life scenarious. When creating an application based on semantic knowledge it is necessary to guarantee that the considered ontology
meets the application requirements. Ontology evaluation is
also important in cases where the ontology is automatically
populated from different resources that might not be homogeneous, leading to duplicate instances, or instances that are
clustered according to their sources in the same ontology [5].
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II. T HEORETICAL BACKGROUND
a) Statistical methods: The ﬁrst category of term extraction methods is based on two statistical methods absolute term
frequency and TF-IDF weight.
Deﬁnition
1. Absolute term frequency tfi is deﬁned by tfi =

ni / i=1 ni , where ni represents the number of times term i
appears.
Deﬁnition 2. Term frequency - inverse document frequency
metric (TF-IDF weight) evaluates how important a word is to a
document in a collection or corpus, deﬁned by: (tf −idf )i,j =
tfi,j ∗idfi , where tfi,j are the absolute term frequency of term
i in document j and and idfi the inverse document frequency:
idfi = log |D|/(j : ti ∈ dj ) where |D| is the total number
of documents in the corpus and j : ti ∈ dj the number of
documents where term ti appears.
The importance increases proportionally to the number of
times a word appears in the document but is offset by the
frequency of the word in the corpus.
b) WordNet based methods: Using the stemming function provided by RiTa WordNet, each word in the text is reduced to its stem form. For example, the stem of ’friendships’
is ’friendship’, to which the inﬂectional sufﬁx ’-s’ is attached.
Using this approach many forms of basically the same word
can be found and counted in computing the statistical values.
The semantic power of WordNet is exploited by using
the methods for retrieving hyponyms and meronyms that
RitaWordNet provides. In linguistics, a hyponym is a word
or phrase whose semantic ﬁeld is included within that of another word. For example, ’scarlet’, ’vermilion’, ’carmine’, and
’crimson’ are all hyponyms of red (their hypernym), which is,
in turn, a hyponym of ’color’. More terms can be obtained by
using the hyponym tree provided by WordNet to which RiTa
WordNet offers a simple access. In many ways, meronymy is
signiﬁcantly more complicated than hyponymy. The Wordnet
databases specify three types of meronym relationships: part
meronym (a ’processor’ is part of a ’computer’), member
meronym and substance (stuff) meronym.
c) NLP based methods: In many cases the text corpus
could be easier to use if a syntactic analysis could be applied.
With the use of the OpenNLP library the OntoRich system
provides users the possibility to: i) split the text into sentences
and tag each word with the correct POS (part of speech)

within the sentence; ii) use OpenNLP built-in models to
extract well-known organization names, person names and
date references(e.g. today, Monday, July, etc); and iii) extract
potential relations between concepts using the syntactic role
that words have within sentences;
d) Metric based evaluation: The ﬁrst considered type
of evaluation is from the design point of view. This kind of
metrics are known as schema metrics. Metrics in this category
indicate the richness, width, depth, and inheritance of an
ontology schema design. The implemented schema metrics
are Relationship Richness, Inheritance Richness and Attribute
Richness. Relationship Richness, for example, is deﬁned as:
Deﬁnition 3. Relationship Richness (RR) represents the ratio
of the number of non-inheritance relationships (P ), divided by
the total number of relationships deﬁned for the ontology, inheritance relationships (H) and non-inheritance relationships:
RR = |P |/(|H| + |P |).

The Ontology Enrichment module deals with extracting
new terms that can be added as concepts, instances or relations
to the ontology. It is based on RiTa WordNet Java API and
OpenNLP Java API. RiTa WordNet is a WordNet library that
offers a simple access to the WordNet ontology and also
provides distance metrics between ontology terms. OpenNLP
is an organizational center for open source projects related
to natural language processing. OpenNLP also hosts a variety
of Java-based NLP tools which perform sentence detection,
tokenization, pos-tagging, chunking and parsing and namedentity detection. The OntologyEvaluation provides to users
the option of testing the loaded ontology against some deﬁned
ontology metrics and also offers some interesting features such
as assessing the evolution in time of an ontology, comparing
two ontologies or checking an ontology consistency using the
Pellet reasoner. The major approaches currently in use for
the evaluation and validation of ontologies using metric-based
ontology quality analysis are available.

The RR metric gives information about the diversity of
the types of relations in the ontology; Ontologies can also be
evaluated considering the way data is placed within the ontology or in other words, the amount of real-world knowledge
represented by the ontology. These metrics are refereed to as
knowledge base metrics: Class Richness, Class Connectivity,
Class Importance, Cohesion and Relationship Richness.
Deﬁnition 4. Class importance (Imp(Ci ) of a class is deﬁned
as the percentage of the number of instances that belong to
the inheritance subtree rooted at this class (inst(Ci )) in the
ontology compared to the total number of class instances in
the ontology (CI): Imp(Ci ) = |Inst(Ci )|/KB(CI)
It helps to identify which areas of the schema are in focus
when the instances are added to the ontology.
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
The proposed OntoRich method for ontology engineering is based on dotNetRDF, an Open Source .Net Library
using the latest versions of .Net Framework to provide a
powerful and easy to use API for working with Resource
Description Framework (RDF). The main components of the
system are the RSS Reader, the Ontology Engineering
component, the Ontology Enrichment component and the
Ontology Evaluation module (see ﬁgure 1).
The RSS Reader is a web application created in PHP
that distinguishes between two main users: the administrator
and the normal user. An advantage of using RSS is that
the information provided is always updated, so new concepts
or instances that appear in a domain and are useful to be
considered for the managed ontology can be found faster.
The Ontology Engineering component is the one dealing
with loading, displaying, editing and saving ontologies. It is
based on the dotNetRDF open source API. dotNetRDF is a
.Net library written in C# designed to provide a simple but
powerful API for working with RDF data. It provides a large
variety of classes for performing all the common tasks from
reading and writing RDF data to querying over it.
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Fig. 1.

OntoRich system architecture.

IV. F RAMEWORK C APABILITIES
The main features of the OntoRich tool1 are illustrated with
the help of two testing ontologies: the well-known ’Wine’
ontology and an IT ontology skeleton created using Protégé.
A. Ontology Engineering
The sytem provides speciﬁc features aiming at supporting
the management of an ontology. In order to graphically
display the ontology, a tree structure is used with nodes
representing classes. The instances of every class can be seen
in a separate window as well as the relationships deﬁned in
the schema. The main features that the ontology engineering
component provides are: loading ontologies from a local ﬁle
or URI, displaying ontologies in the form of a tree view or
1 The

sytems is available at http://cs-gw.utcluj.ro/∼adrian/ontorich

Fig. 4.
Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Overall evaluation result.

Term extraction results.

Fig. 5.

Hyponym Tree for the term ’computer’.

in the RDF/OWL format, displaying ontology relationships
and instances in separate windows, adding concepts, roles, and
instances to the ontology.
B. Ontology Enrichment
The OntoRich tool uses domain categorized web content
extracted by our RSS Reader and sent to the user in the form
of an e-mail. After having a document (or more) added in
the corpus the user has several methods for text processing
and term extraction. The ﬁrst method implies using statistical
methods described in section II-0a (see ﬁgure 2).
The existing concepts in the ontology are using together
with the semantic power of WordNet in order to extracting
’partOf’, ’membeOf’, ’madeFrom’ and ’isKindOf’ relations.
Every word displayed in the hyponym tree can be selected
and added to the ontology as sub-class of a speciﬁed concept. Results for the IT considered ontology are shown in
ﬁgure 3. Using Open NLP models the OntoRich system is able
to discover well known categories of concepts or instances
(person names, organization names or time references), but
also possible instances that are represented by proper nouns
identiﬁed in the text by POS tagging.
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History chart of ontology metrics

C. Ontology Evaluation
This module provides methods for evaluating the ontology
as a whole or evaluating a speciﬁed class from the ontology.
Each metric result is presented with the help of intuitive
graphics and user aids, as depicted in ﬁgure 4. Ontology
metrics evolution over time has been also included.
The user has the opportunity to store multiple evaluation
results on the same ontology and then request for an evaluation
chart in order to observe the changes that the ontology has
subject to during a certain period (see ﬁgure 5). When an
ontology is evaluated for several times, the system keeps
information about the evolution of the ontology from the
ﬁrst time it was loaded by the system. This feature allows
to create an evolution-based evaluation by showing how the
metrics described above vary in time for an ontology. Another
important feature of the evaluation component is the ability to
compare the considered ontology with another ontology from
the same domain. The two ontologies are evaluated and the
results are presented in a comparative manner so that the user
can decide which ontology is better for his own needs.
D. System Performance
Terms were found using statistical methods and NLP based
methods. The changed ontology was successfully saved to its

original location. The term extraction process took about 10
seconds because the large amount of text content loaded in the
text corpus. This delay is due to the amount of computation
done in order to test each possible term against the input
parameters given by the user (minimum appearance frequency
and maximum number of words in a term). An improvement
to this problem could be an approach in which extracted terms
are returned to the user as they are found and not only after the
whole term extraction process completed. Another conclusion
was that the application can scale well for loading ontologies
up to 1 MB in size but works harder when the size of the
ontology goes over this threshold (see ﬁgure 6).

TABLE I
C OMPARISON BETWEEN O NTO R ICH AND EXISTING SOFTWARE .

Fig. 6.

OntoRich System scalability

A comparison between OntoRich and the four major existing systems for ontology enrichment and evaluation Kaon,
Neon, OntoQA, ROMEO can be seen in table I.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper the main idea presented is that of using together
a set of tools and methods already known in the domain of
Semantic Web in order to create a powerful tool for both
ontology enrichment and evaluation. An RSS Reader is the
considered automatic web content extraction method. RSS
feeds are an important source of information as they provide
constantly updated web content. So, new instances of some
already existing ontology are easily found within the content
of domain specialized RSS feeds. In order to extract new
concepts, relationships and instances for an ontology statistical
methods were used. RiTa Wordnet API and OpenNLP API
provided also an important backup. The WordNet ontology
is used in order to examine and extract candidates for ontology enrichment taking advantage of various features such as
word stems, word hyponyms or word meronyms, whilst with
integration of the OpenNLP API the system gained access to
syntactical analysis of a text in order to improve the quality
of discovered terms in relation to the context where they
appeared. Options for evaluating the ontology from the design
point of view and also from the knowledge base perspective
were added to the OntoRich system. Metrics for evaluating
the entire ontology schema or for evaluating a speciﬁc classes
from the ontology are provided. Comparative evaluation of the
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new ontology against the old one is also presented to facilitate
the quality assessment of an ontology.
Ongoing work regards reﬁnement of the ontology population algorithms and evaluation components. WordNet ontology
can be exploited even more, and with the help of OpenNLP,
relationships between concepts from the ontology or new
domain concepts could be discovered even when the context
of use causes word ambiguity.
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